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The Hammock Advisory Committee (HAC) meets concurrently with the Friends of the Hammock, Inc. (FotH) 
every second Monday at 7 PM, at the Dunedin Community Center. Lalena Sheets (Parks and Recreation) is 
our liaison to the City and she attends most meetings.  If she has a scheduling conflict, Art Finn attends in 
her absence.  Vince Gizzi, Director, attends on occasion as well as other interested persons and guests.

A notable loss to our group last year were the departures of longtime Board Members Herb Donald and 
Vivien Grant. We miss their dedication, common sense, and historical perspectives.

We began in January with a lively discussion on the need to update the Management Plan for the Hammock. 
There was an informal discussion of the estimated cost for a professionally written, science-based plan. A 
subcommittee was formed to determine if the anticipated cost of such a plan, upwards of $15,000, was 
affordable and/or essential. At our member’s request, Parks and Recreation had initially requested that sum 
in the proposed 2012–2013 budget. However, it was reduced to $7,000 during the budget review process.

Since that time, the HAC has updated the Hammock’s existing management plan to include new concerns, 
and has incorporated elements of the City’s 2035 Comprehensive Plan as well as the Parks and Recreation’s 
Hammock Park Management Plan 2012-2017. To date, it is not clear at this time how or if an RFP can be 
written to yield best return for the sum of $7,000. We do, however, sincerely hope these funds will be 
dedicated to enhancing the science-based elements and scope of these management plans in this fiscal 
year.

An informal partnership initiated with the Pinellas Native Plant Society (PNPS), a chapter of the Florida 
Native Plant Society, has benefited the Hammock greatly. A joint workday in April 2012, concentrating work 
along the Cline and Bay Trails to the north/north east resulted in the removal of 50 plus bags of exotic, 
Category I, highly invasive Boston fern. When one walks the trails in the Hammock, it is the majority of fern 
species seen. Other targeted exotic species were taro, elephant ear, wandering Jew, and citrus. 

In June, a high-school group planted Gopher Apple and native grasses in the southern part of the Hammock. 
Other volunteer efforts, like the Friends of the Hammock Adopt-A-Trail program, Eagle Scout and Summer 
Camp projects continue to benefit the health of the Hammock, and should be strongly nurtured and 
encouraged.

This year was not without other challenges. Invasive exotic pest plants continually threaten the Hammock’s 
native vegetation and plant communities. We have made notable progress in suppressing the Air Potato 
vines, but this an ongoing battle. Our collaboration with the Pinellas NPS and the program presented at 
the annual meeting in January by Dr. Craig Huegel has helped us realize other pest plant species are well 
established. Among the most pernicious are: Senegal date palm, camphor, Mexican petunia, Surinam cherry, 
Caesar weed, and citrus. Glen Bechtle continues to work on invasive plant removal throughout the year, but 
the job is too much for one man. He has other duties to perform as well. 

Glen Bechtle, whose duties are committed to the Hammock full time, continues to work on general 
maintenance and exotic plant eradication throughout the year. He is very dedicated and much appreciated, 
but the job is too much for one man. He has other duties to perform as well. The two annual “Potato Pickups” 
in December and January were very well attended, and are vital to the eradication effort. Information signs 
and efforts to keep this and other exotics under control are this committee’s topmost concern. HAC strongly 
urges the Commission to continue to support this endeavor. It is imperative that the City’s contractor for 
herbicide spraying, presently Delta 7, be fully funded. This contract, volunteers, and staff manpower are of 
utmost importance, along with the continued volunteer programs coordinated by Art Finn, Lanie Sheets, 
Glen Bechtle and others. 



Other concerns that surfaced in 2012 were citizens being observed removing living plant materials and 
downed wood from the Hammock along with too many large dogs running off-leash. Three Gopher 
Tortoises were also found dead (cause unknown). A subcommittee was established to determine if a special 
designation of some sort could be applied to the Hammock, a “Preserve” perhaps, involving fines for illegally 
removing plant materials. The Parks and Recreation Department, in response and realizing that presently 
there are no specific ordinances applying to protection of Park/Hammock resources, has proposed creation 
of ordinances modeled after those of Pinellas County. The FotH and HAC will defer for now, but fully support 
and endorse this initiative. 

A beautiful bike rack shaped like a butterfly was purchased by the Butterfly Garden Committee and was 
installed in the spring. A fund-raiser for the Butterfly Garden was also held in November.

The Friends of the Hammock donated greatly this year including:

$419.00 for informational Hammock Brochures 
$937.44 for Butterfly Garden maintenance and upgrades 
$1,964.00 for Hammock Upgrades, including two new kiosks, trees and a new park bench 
$80.25 to maintain a Hammock Park Informational Website.

TOTAL $3,400.69 

We thank the Commission for your continued support.

Sincerely, 
Steve Fasnacht 
Chairperson, Hammock Advisory Committee


